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The time course of action of two neuroprotectants, dietary saffron and photobiomodulation, assessed in the rat retina
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Abstract: Background: Dietary saffron and photobiomodulation (low-level infrared radiation, PBM) are emerging as therapeutically promising protectants for neurodegenerative conditions, such as the retinal dystrophies. In animal models, saffron and PBM, given in limited daily doses, protect retina and brain from toxin- or light-induced stress. This study addresses the rate at which saffron and PBM, given in daily doses, induce neuroprotection, using a light damage model of photoreceptor degeneration in Sprague Dawley (SD) rats. Results: Rats were raised in dim cyclic (12 h 5 lux, 12 h dark) illumination, treated with saffron or PBM for 2-10 d, and then exposed to bright damaging light (1,000 lux for 24 h). After 1 week survival, the retina was assessed for photoreceptor death (using the TUNEL reaction), for surviving photoreceptor damage (thickness of the outer nuclear layer) and for the expression of a stress-related protein GFAP, using immunohistochemistry. Preconditioning the retina with saffron or PBM reduced photoreceptor death, preserved the population of surviving photoreceptors and reduced the upregulation of GFAP in Müller cells. At the daily dose of saffron used (1 mg/kg), protection was detectable at 2 d, increasing to 10 d. At the daily dose of PBM used (5 J/cm² at 670 nm) protection was detectable at 5 d, increasing to 7-10 d. Conclusions: The results provide time parameters for exploration of the mechanisms and durability of the protection provided by saffron and PBM.
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Background

The idea that central nervous tissue can be protected from stresses which cause it to degenerate has arisen from several lines of work in the retina and brain. For degenerations of retinal photoreceptors, protection has been reported in animal models by trophic factors [1, 2], acute hyperoxia [3], light restriction [4-6], light conditioning [7-9], photobiomodulation [10-12], dietary saffron [13] and gamma radiation [14]. Stabilisation of human retinal degenerations has been reported using hyperoxia [15], photobiomodulation [16], dietary anti-oxidants (reviewed [17]) and dietary saffron [18, 19]. For brain tissue, protection from ischemic or toxic damage has been reported in animals for photobiomodulation [20, 21], saffron or its extracts [22-25], ischaemic preconditioning [26], remote ischemic preconditioning [27], exercise conditioning [28], low dose plant toxins [29], caloric restriction [30] and, in humans, for photobiomodulation [31, 32].

These sources of protection are diverse, yet converging in that each approach seems to activate endogenous protective systems. Much work is being directed to the mechanisms of neuroprotection (for example [33, 34]), and to testing whether protective agents which are effective against acute stress (such as light damage in the retina or ischemic damage to brain tissue) will be effective in the slow, age-related degenerations that afflict the long-lived (dementia, Parkinsonism, macular degeneration). Schwartz and colleagues have developed evidence that some of the neuroprotective effects are mediated by cells (T-cells, mono-
cytes) normally associated with the immune system [35-37].

This study traces the onset of the protection induced by two neuroprotectants that we have explored in recent studies of photoreceptor degenerations, dietary saffron [13, 18, 25, 34] and photobiomodulation [12, 34, 38].

Materials and methods

Rats raised in controlled, low level ambient illumination were conditioned either with dietary saffron or with PBM, for up to 10 d, and then exposed to bright light, sufficient to cause photoreceptor degeneration. We then assessed the level of damage cause by the bright light, and compared that level with the damage caused in unconditioned control animals.

Rearing and light damage conditions

Following our previous work [39], albino Sprague–Dawley rats were raised in dim cyclic light (12 h light, 12 h dark) with the light level at 5 lux, to 60-70 d age. Immediately after conditioning with either saffron or PBM (below), the rats, housed individually in standard rat boxes, were placed in a clear plexiglass chamber, and exposed to bright continuous light (BCL) from a fluorescent light placed above the chamber. Measured as incident light by a photometer held at the floor of the cage, the brightness of the illumination was 1000 lux. Animals were exposed to BCL for 24 h beginning immediately after the 12-hour period in darkness. Food and water were available to the animals from containers kept on the floor of the cage. The animals showed an initial tendency to hide from the bright light but adapted to it within the first 12 hours, resuming feeding and grooming behavior. Persistent eyelid closure was not observed. The structure of the retina was examined at 7 d following the end of bright light exposure.

Dose series for saffron

In our previous work on photoreceptor degeneration in rats, a dose of 1 mg/kg per day was effective in limiting the damage caused by bright light [13, 34], when given over periods from days to weeks. We followed this daily dose, for 2 d, 5 d and 10 d, with 5 animals in each group. Saffron (stigmata of Crocus sativus, from the Abruzzo region in Italy) was soaked in water (at 2 mg/ml H2O) and 12 h was allowed for the major bioactive components, which are water-soluble [40], to dissolve. The solute was then fed to the rats by injecting a small volume into a piece of the vegetable matrix, which the animal readily ingested. The volume for each daily feed was calculated to provide the solutes from 1 mg of saffron/kg bodyweight. Saffron feeding was done at 9.00 am each morning.

Dose series for PBM

In previous work on photoreceptor degeneration in rats [10, 11, 34, 38], and in many other studies of PBM (for example [41-43]), a low dose of infrared (670 nm) radiation was given, once daily. In the present work, the dose was 5 J/cm2, delivered from a Quantum Devices WARP 75 device. The rat was placed in a plastic cage and a plexiglass layer was lowered over the rat to within 10 cm of the floor of the cage. This confined the rat to 10 cm, which is comfortable standing height. The WARP 75's emission plate was placed on the ‘ceiling’, 1-2 cm from the animal's eye.

Exposure time was 3 minutes per day and the mild physical restraint of the animal was limited to this period. The exposure was done at 9.00 am each morning, for 2 d, 5 d, 7d and 10 d, in groups of 5 animals.

Preparation of retinal sections

The retina was examined in sections labelled for cell death, GFAP expression and structure. After the animal was euthanized (sodium pentobarbitone, 60 mg/kg i.p.), each eye was dissected free. The superior aspect of the eye was marked with a pen and eyes were fixed by immersion in 4% paraformaldehyde fixative buffer at 4°C for 3 h. The eyes were rinsed three times in 0.1 M phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and then were left overnight in a 15% sucrose solution, to provide cryoprotection. They were embedded in mounting medium (Tissue-Tek OCT compound; Sakura Finetek, Torrance, CA) by snap freezing in liquid nitrogen. Sections were cut at 20 µm along the vertical meridian of the eye to produce sections that extended from the superior to the inferior edge. Sections were mounted on gelatin and poly-L-lysine-coated slides, dried overnight in 50°C oven and stored at -20°C until processed.
Detection of cell death (TUNEL)

Sections were labelled for apoptotic cell death using the terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase dUTP nick end labelling (TUNEL) technique [44], following protocols published previously [3]. To demonstrate cellular layers, sections were also labelled with the DNA-specific dye bisbenzimide (Calbiochem, La Jolla, CA), by incubating them for 2 min in a 1:10,000 solution in 0.1 M PBS. Sections cut adjacent to or through the optic nerve head were chosen, to minimise variations in retinal length and position. Counts of TUNEL+ profiles (apoptotic cells) were made using a calibrated 20 x objective and an eyepiece graticule. Each section was scanned from the superior to inferior edge, and the number of TUNEL+ profiles was recorded for each 400 µm length of the section. Counts were averaged from at least four sections per animal and were recorded separately for the outer nuclear layer (ONL) and inner nuclear layer (INL).

Measurement of photoreceptor survival (ONL/retina ratio)

The thickness of the outer nuclear layer (ONL) and of the retina (from inner to outer limiting membranes) was measured at 400 µm intervals from the superior to the inferior edge of the retina. The ratio of ONL to retinal thickness was used as a measure of ONL thickness; the use of the ratio was adopted to compensate for oblique sectioning. Measurements were made in two sections from one eye of each animal.

Immunohistochemistry for GFAP

Retinal sections were washed in 0.1 M PBS (3 x 5 min), and then incubated in 10% normal goat serum in 0.1 M PBS for 1 hour at room temperature to block non-specific binding. Sections were then incubated overnight at 4°C in rabbit polyclonal anti-GFAP (1:700; Dako Cytomation, Campbellfield, Australia). After three 10 min rinses in PBS, sections were incubated with an appropriate secondary antibody (1:1000 ALEXA Fluor 594, Molecular Probes, Invitrogen Carlsbad, CA), for 1 hour at room temperature or overnight at 4°C, before being coverslipped with glycerol–gelatin.

Assessment of GFAP expression: It is long established that the intermediate filament protein GFAP is expressed by astrocytes in retina and brain [45], but is expressed at much lower levels by Müller cells, particularly where the retina is unstressed, for example where its exposure to light is minimized [39, 46]. All forms of stress examined (ambient light [39], intense focused light [47], hypoxia [39], genetically-
induced stress [46, 48], mechanical injury [49, 50], edge-related stress [51], and ischaemia [52]) upregulate GFAP expression by Müller cells. We noted that, when GFAP expression is upregulated, the expression spreads from the inner to the outer feet of the Müller cells so that the length of Müller cell along which expression can be detected increases with stress. We therefore measured the length of Müller cells showing GFAP expression, normalizing the measure as a proportion of the thickness of the retina (the distance from the inner to the outer limiting membrane).

Statistical tests

The significance of differences in the frequency of TUNEL+ cells, ONL thickness and GFAP labeling associated with conditioning time were assessed using both ANOVA, followed by a Tukey test. The Tukey test was used for all pairwise comparisons of the mean responses of the different treatment groups. The ANOVA outcomes are indicated in Figures 2, 3 and 5.

Results

Measures of neuroprotection

Three measures of neuroprotection were used, the surviving population of photoreceptors, the rate of photoreceptor death, and the expression of the stress-inducible protein GFAP in Müller cells. All were assessed 1w after exposure to damaging light.
Increased photoreceptor survival: The survival of photoreceptors was examined as the thickness of the ONL. Light damage reduced the thickness of the ONL, causing loss of and damage to many cells in that layer, i.e. to photoreceptors (compare Figure 1A, 1B). When the animal was preconditioned with PBM, the loss of neurones from the ONL was mitigated in a progressive way (Figure 1C, 1E, 1G, 1I). When the animal was preconditioned with dietary saffron for 2, 5 and 10 days, again the thinning of the ONL was mitigated (Figure 1D, 1F, 1H).

To quantify this effect, ONL thickness was recorded as a proportion of the thickness of the retina, measured from the ILM to the OLM, formed by the ONL. In the control (unstressed, unconditioned) retina, the thickness of the ONL was between 0.3 and 0.4, across the retina (control, Figure 2A, 2B). Exposure to damaging light caused a thinning of the ONL, most markedly in the superior retina where, approximately 3 mm from the superior edge, the layer was reduced to a localised minimum of 0.15. This localised region of sensitivity to bright light has been described in earlier studies [5, 39]. Preconditioning with PBM (Figure 2A) or with saffron (Figure 2B) was associated with reduced thinning of the ONL in superior retina.

The graph in Figure 2C shows the thickness of the ONL, averaged over superior retina, as a function of days preconditioning, with PBM or saffron. Compared to the light damage control, the ONL was significantly thicker after 7 d preconditioning with PBM, and after 5 d preconditioning with saffron.
Reduced rate of photoreceptor death: The converse of photoreceptor survival is photoreceptor death. The rate of photoreceptor death in the control retina (dim-reared, not exposed to bright light, unconditioned by safron or PBM) was very low (‘control’ in Figure 3A, 3B). Exposure to damaging light increased the count of TUNEL+ cells, most prominently in superior retina (light damaged, in Figure 3A, 3B). When the retina was preconditioned with 2, 5, 7 and 10 d PBM, or with 2 d, 5 d and 10 d saffron, the TUNEL count in superior retina was reduced. Because, in the current experiments, retinas were examined 1w after the bright light exposure that induced cell death, the numbers of TUNEL+ profiles were lower than in earlier studies (for example [39]), in which the retina was examined immediately after the damaging light exposure.

The graph in Figure 3C shows the variation in the frequency of TUNEL+ cells, average over the two positions (2 mm, 3 mm) sampled within superior retina, as a function of the period of preconditioning. For PBM, a reduction in cell death was detectable at 5 d and reached statistical significance at 7 and 10 d. For saffron, a reduction was evident and significant at 2 d and 5 d, and was increased at 10 d.

Reduced upregulation of GFAP: The impact of preconditioning by safron and PBM on retinal stress is illustrated in Figures 4 and 5 using GFAP expression in Müller cells as a marker of stress. In the unstressed retina, GFAP expression is prominent in astrocytes, at the inner surface of the retina, but not in Müller cells (Figure 4A). The image in Figure 4A is from mid-peripheral retina, away from the anterior and disc edges of the retina, at which an edge-related stress upregulates photoreceptor death and GFAP expression in Müller cells [51, 53, 54].

In the light-damaged retina, GFAP expression is evident along the full length of Müller cell processes, from the ILM to the OLM (Figure 4B). This full-length upregulation was apparent throughout the retina, not just at the light-sensitive region of superior retina. After PBM and saffron preconditioning, some expression of GFAP in Müller cells is evident, but it is limited to the inner ends of the Müller cell processes (Figure 4C, 4D). That is, preconditioning limited the upregulation of GFAP in Müller cells; this limiting effect also was evident throughout the retina. Figure 4E shows how the length of Müller cell expressing GFAP was recorded – as the length of Müller cell labelled for GFAP (X),...
divided by the thickness of the retina from ILM to OLM (Y).

The results are summarised in Figure 5, and confirm the recent observation [48] that PBM reduces the upregulation of GFAP in Müller cells of mouse retina degenerating consequent to a complement factor knockout. In the control (unstressed, unconditioned) retina, GFAP was found only at the inner surface, in astrocytes, extending ~ 1/10th of the distance from the ILM to the OLM (control in A, B). In the light-stressed but unconditioned retina, GFAP expression extended 90% or more of that distance (light damaged in A, B). Preconditioning with PBM (A) or with saffron (B) reduced the length of expression to intermediate values. Figure 5C shows the dose-related reduction in GFAP upregulation, averaged across the length of the retinal section. The reduction was statistically significant for PBM at 5 d, 7d and 10 d, and for saffron at 5 d and 10 d.

Discussion

Present data indicate that saffron and PBM, given daily in doses, protect retinal photoreceptors, the protection increasing with the number of days of treatment, up to 7-10 d. The findings raise issues of toxicity, daily dose, mechanism and therapeutic implications.

Toxicity

Saffron has been used for millenia as a spice and traditional medicine, and is generally regarded as non-toxic. Correspondingly, the peer-reviewed literature on saffron (> 300 studies and reviews since 1990) gives little evidence of toxicity, and some compendia of toxic plants [55-57] make no mention of saffron. Nevertheless, saffron, like all plants, is toxic if ingested in sufficient quantities. LD50 levels have been reported (> 600 mg/kg [58]; 20.7 g/kg [59]) for rodents and toxicity (intestinal bleeding) has been reported in humans [60] at 5 g/day. These levels are much greater than neuroprotective doses (below), giving a large margin of safety. In the one safety trial of saffron in humans [61] that we identified, no clinically significant ill effects were reported for doses of up to 400 mg/d for 7 d.

For PBM, also known as NIR (near-infrared radiation) or LLLT (low level laser/light therapy), we
have been unable to find reports of tissue damage or morbidity. Doses higher than the daily levels recommended by the World Association of Laser Therapy [62] have been explored, showing a loss of effectiveness (hormesis, below), but no toxicity.

This relative freedom from toxicity makes saffron and PBM distinctive as neuroprotectants, as many stimuli for neuroprotection (exercise [28], phytotoxins [29, 63, 64] gamma rays [14, 65] caloric restriction [30] or conditioning by heat [66], light [7, 9], hypoxia [67] and mechanical injury [49]) are stressful, or directly damaging.

**Establishing an effective dose**

For neuroprotectants such as saffron and PBM, whose mechanisms are not well established, the effective dose has been determined empirically. For PBM, the basis for choice is extensive [42, 68] and has been codified [62]. In their meta-analysis, Tumilty and colleagues [68] conclude that the failure of 13 of the 25 trials of PBM in treating tendinopathy resulted from the use of intensities outside the range recommended by the World Association on Laser Therapy [62]. The daily dose used in this study lies within, and towards the low end of that range. High doses are associated with a reduced effect (the ‘biphasic’ response discussed by Huang and colleagues [42], which others have termed ‘hormesis’ [14, 42, 69], but not (yet) by evidence of toxicity.

In clinical trials of saffron, with positive outcomes for cognition in Alzheimer’s disease [70, 71], premenstrual stress [72] and depression [73, 74], a daily dose of 30 mg was used over days and weeks. In a clinical trial of saffron in age-related macular degeneration (AMD), with strongly positive outcomes [18, 19], a daily dose of 20 mg was used, for over a year. In rodent experiments [13, 34], significant protection of retinal photoreceptors was reported with doses of 1 mg/kg/d, as an aqueous extract; Hosseinzadeh and colleagues [75] reported increases in sexual potency with doses of 80-320 mg/d; Pitsikas and colleagues [76] reported improvements in memory with doses of 30-60 mg/kg; and Premkumar and colleagues [77,80] reported protection from genotoxicity with doses of 20-100 mg/kg daily.

In the present study we chose a daily dose at the low end of the range established as effective by earlier work, for both PBM and saffron, and then increased the number of days of preconditioning. This approach was chosen because it seemed possible that the actions of these therapies include the upregulation of slow-responding, but still unidentified protective systems, which take days to take effect.

**Implications for mechanism**

The day-by-day increase in the neuroprotective effectiveness of saffron and PBM evident in Figures 1-5 is a simple but novel observation, which gives some insight into the time course of the underlying mechanisms. The build-up of neuroprotection over 7-10 d suggests that saffron and PBM slowly active a still unknown, endogenous protective mechanism. One possibility is the activation of local tissue mechanisms, such as the repair of mitochondria by PBM [42]; another is the activation of circulating immune-related cells, which migrate to sites of damage.

Saffron is the most strongly antioxidant-rich plant known [81], and might have a significant effect as a chemical antioxidant. Studies of the absorption of dietary saffron into the blood, where it is detected as crocetin [82, 83], suggest that blood levels reach a peak ~ 4 h after oral administration of the precursor crocin, and then decline with a half-life of 6-7 h. Single daily dosing with saffron, as used in this study, seems therefore to generate a daily pulse of bioactive molecules in the blood. The slow build-up of the neuroprotective effect of saffron does not correlate with this daily rhythm, supporting the view [13, 33, 34] that saffron does not act as a direct anti-oxidant.

Several previous studies have reported neuroprotection using long-term daily doses of saffron and PBM. In the light damage/SD rat model, data from Maccarone and colleagues [13] show a neuroprotective effect of saffron given over 6w; and in a human clinical trial [19] the neuroprotective effect of saffron persisted to 1 year, provided treatment continued. Significant effects of PBM have been reported in human studies using single doses [31, 43], but the use of PBM in several doses over two weeks has been reported to be effective in the treatment of AMD [16].
Contrast with biphasic dose-response relationships reported for PBM

The monotonic dose-response relationship observed here for PBM is distinct from ‘biphasic’ relationships reported for PBM in a number of models of tissue degeneration (reviewed [42]). In this context, ‘biphasic’ refers to a trend for the effectiveness of conditioning with PBM first to increase and then to reduce, as the strength of irradiation is increased. Huang and colleagues cite examples, both in vitro and in vivo. The same biphasic relationship has been reported in studies of tissue protection caused by phytotoxins [29] and gamma rays [14]; these authors used the term ‘hormesis’ to describe the shift from beneficial effects at low doses to toxicity at higher doses.

It is a feature of the studies that reported a biphasic dose-response relationship for PBM, that dose was increased by giving multiple doses within a 24 h (usually 12 h) period. Our data suggest that, when the interval between doses is 1 d, and dose is increased by increasing the number of once-a-day treatments, the dose-response relationship is monotonic.

Conclusions

The neuroprotective effects of dietary saffron and photobiomodulation, given in established daily doses, were assessed in a light damage model of photoreceptor degeneration, in the rat. The neuroprotective effects of both built up over 5-10 d of administration, suggesting that they activate endogenous protective mechanisms, possibly the same mechanism. This time course of effect does not support the possibility that saffron, although highly anti-oxidant, acts as an anti-oxidant. Possible mechanisms are discussed, and are under investigation.
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